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Laser therapy has been around for about 40 years. It is based on
acupuncture points and Chinese medicine but is much more effective
than a standard acupuncture treatment.

Meridee had tried everything to quit smoking including patches, pills,
gums, cold turkey with no success. When she heard about laser
therapy, she decided to give it a try. Leaving the office in 2007 and
forgetting to smoke for almost 5 years was a magical experience. 

Lighting up at a party, Meridee was a smoker again. She had another
treatment and found the challenges and missing pieces in the
business. 

After working with clients for about 5 years, testing different lasers,
sequences and timing of standard laser treatments as well as
working with them when they were struggling so they could get
through the challenge successfully, suddenly the 85% success rates
started climbing.

HISTORY
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LaserQuit will make a dramatic difference in the face of addiction in
the world if given a chance. 

LaserQuit is proven to help with addictions of all kinds including
smoking, over eating, drugs, alcohol, sugar and so much more. 

Using your body’s energy, we are able to release endorphins in the
brain that are similar to those we release when we do our addiction.

The graph below explains how endorphins work.
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LASERQUIT’S IDEAL CLIENT IS ALMOST ANYONE. 
If someone has an issue with pain, weight, stress, addiction
(smoking, drugs, alcohol, sugar, food) or bad habits then we can help
them. This pretty much covers the majority of the population in all
countries.

We tend to target people in their early thirties and up.  In our
twenties, we feel indestructible. We don’t care about what will
happen in the future, money is tight and life is challenging.

Once we hit our thirties, we start to feel the effects of our bad habits.
If we are overweight, we start to feel the effect in our bodies in ways
like pain. If we smoke, we feel the lack of energy and the effects of
smoking. We are willing to pay to rectify the error of our ways. The
older we get the more financially stable and more aware of our
issues we become.

Addictions will always be a way of coping for humans and that
provides us opportunities to help people change.
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STOP SMOKING

??? NONE ???

STOP SMOKING

APPETITE SUPPRESSANT

ADDICTIONS

STRESS

PAIN

There is very little competition in the world with the only major
franchisor being Imagine LaserWorks and a few small locations
throughout the world. Imagine Laserworks has already started
establishing themselves through out the globe with many locations. 

The challenge for all of us is that the knowledge of cold laser for
addictions, pain, weight, stress and other benefits, is not well
known. Laser therapy for this has only been established for about 50
years and has not been proven by science. Yet.

Imagine Laserworks offers the same solutions as LaserQuit.

QUIT SMOKING - $350 (VARIES BY AREA)
APPETITE/WEIGHT LOSS - ??

PAIN - ??
STRESS - ??

ADDICTIONS - ??

QUIT SMOKING - $449
APPETITE SUPPRESSANT - $50, $25

PAIN - $125 EA
STRESS - $125

ADDICTIONS - $449, $249

LaserQuit is also is beginning our franchising. LaserQuit pricing
structure and detailed information can be found as Appendix A.

*LaserQuit has pricing listed on our website and is very clear.
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THE WAYS WE ARE DIFFERENT
We offer our clients a full consultation prior to treatment. We
believe that if you understand your behaviours, you will have a
better chance at changing them and making better choices. 
We provide full follow up support (sponsor like). Stopping any
addiction is not an easy task and for the 15% who struggle,
having support and accountability helps create success.
We offer follow up treatments up to 8 weeks APART. Our
competition offers unlimited follow ups for UP TO 8 weeks.
We’re with our clients for the long haul.
We offer a money back guarantee! If our clients complete the
program as directed, using the support and follow ups, and still
don’t quit, we will provide their money back.
Quality customer service. We have reached out to our
competition to find out details for various things and have been
quite unsatisfied with the results. We found that the Franchisees
don’t have much knowledge about what they are doing, they
don’t explain anything, it’s a very clinical setting (rather than
relaxing and comfortable). Even when trying to get details
regarding franchise locations and price, the owner was very
random and answered questions with “$20,000-40,000 for start
up”, ect. We tried to find out details like pricing and we get no
real answers.
We keep updated vlogs and blogs, as well as social media
accounts.



It’s difficult to target our clients as we help with so many issues.
We’ve broken down our ideal customer for each service.

LASERQUIT SMOKING
40-70 years old
Male or Female
Middle – high income
White collar

Accountants
Lawyers
Doctors
Nurses
Business Owners

Anyone looking to better
themselves

LASERQUIT APPETITE/OVEREATING
Anyone who is overweight
Boredom eaters
Sugar addicts

LASERQUIT ADDICTIONS
Anyone who wants to stop
Relapse Prevention

LASERQUIT PAIN
Anyone who is in chronic pain
Anyone with fibromyalgia

OUR IDEAL FRANCHISEE

☑ Between 30 and 60 years old
☑ Wants to help people & change lives
☑ Self motivated and driven
☑ Wants their own schedule
☑ Most importantly - enthusiastic!

We have many video testimonials from happy
clients on our YouTube and our Facebook pages.

YouTube

CONSUMERS/END USERS
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https://www.facebook.com/laserquit/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSvNlST2rz0UqUyH1oWPtXA?view_as=subscriber
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSvNlST2rz0UqUyH1oWPtXA?view_as=subscriber
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We do not provide assets outside of the PowerLaser for use
with treatments and currently have 10, valued at over $100,000
CAD. Financial statement included in Appendix A.

We focus on the addictions of our clients as this is the largest
incomes for the shortest durations of time. The chart below is based
on number of treatments per day, an average of a 20 day work
month.

Costs for the franchisee to run their business will depend on how
they choose to operate. If they choose to run it out of their home
and traveling to clients locations, they will have higher vehicle costs
where as if they choose to rent a room from an agreeable industry
they will not have the additional cost of utilities and high rent as the
space required is minimal. Breakdown of costs below is based on a
per month cost.

EXPENSES
Advertising

Royalty Fee

PRICES
$750-$3500

$1000

TREATMENTS
1

2

4

5

PRICE
$449

$449

$449

$449

INCOME
$8,980

$17,960

$35,920

$44,900

3 $449 $26,940
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Prospect for
Leads & Initiate

Contact

Overcome
Obstacles &
Objections

Converse & 
Land Lead with

Contact Info

Complete Sale 
& Treatments
(see client 4x)

Generate
Referrals &

Raving Fans!



LASERQUIT SMOKING
FIRST TREATMENT - INCL. CONSULTATION (45 min - 1 hr)
*Refreshers may be treated within 5 days to 8 weeks of each other.
**Corporate rate offers not included in this form
UNLIMITED PACKAGE (1 year) ........................................................... $2,500
REGULAR PACKAGE (incl. 3 refreshers) ............................................. $449
REFRESHERS (15 mins) ............................................................................... $99

HEAVY ADDICTIONS (20 mins)
INITIAL .............................................................................................................. $449
FOLLOW UPS ................................................................................................ $249

ADHD TREATMENTS (15 mins)
INDIVIDUAL .................................................................................................... $250
PACKAGE (1 year, limit 12) ....................................................................... $750

STRESS RELIEF TREATMENTS (15 mins)
INDIVIDUAL .................................................................................................... $125
3 MTH UNLIMITED ....................................................................................... $500
6 MTH UNLIMITED ....................................................................................... $750

SERVICES & PRICING
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APPETITE & WEIGHT LOSS TREATMENTS
INITIAL TREATMENT (5-10 mins) ............................................................. $50
FOLLOW UP TREATMENTS ....................................................................... $25

PAIN MANAGEMENT (15-25 mins)
INDIVIDUAL .................................................................................................... $125

MENOPAUSE SYMPTOM RELIEF (20 mins)
INDIVIDUAL (every 4-6 mths) .................................................................. $250

DO YOU SUFFER FROM MENOPAUSE SYMPTOMS?

☑ Hot Flashes (or just one big one)
☑ Chills
☑ Night Sweats
☑ Slowed Metabolism
☑ Sleep Problems
☑ Moodiness

With a 20 minute session with
LaserQuit these symptoms will

be gone for up to 6 months!!

$250/treatment
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The LaserQuit team is still small with only 7 team members currently.
Each of us has our own purpose and place in LaserQuit.

LaserQuit has hired Cultivate Advisors, Angela Cote, to help us build
the business and ensure all pieces are in place for franchise sales.
We currently do not have a board or board members.

We are looking to find an investor who knows how to build a
business and can start moving this in the right direction!

 

CHELSEA, TREATMENT SPECIALIST & COACH
Works our Fort St. John location. Owned by

Meridee.

 

STACEY, TREATMENT SPECIALIST & COACH
Works our Chilliwack location. Owned by

Meridee.

 

MERIDEE, FOUNDER
Currently overseeing Franchise Sales, managing 

employees and other duties.
 

LEEANN, BOOKKEEPER
Prepares all financial statements, tracks records, 
certified LaserQuit Treatment Specialist and 
Coach.

 

VICKI, TREATMENT SPECIALIST & COACH
Works our Prince George location. Owned by
Meridee.

 

NATHAN & MELISSA, NANAIMO OWNERS
Owns and runs our first franchise sale and
individual owned LaserQuit.
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Meridee’s family history was enough for her to know better but
not enough to stop her at a young age.

Meridee’s family on both sides has been ravaged by Cancer, both
from smoking and just naturally occurring. To show you a brief idea
of what she was facing…. Meridee’s fathers mom died of cancer thru
her entire body (naturally occurring), his father died of lung cancer
20 years later (smoking). Meridee’s mothers family is only worse,
with 9 brothers and sisters, her dads family ALL DIED from cancer
both natural and smoking).

MERIDEE STARTED SMOKING WHEN SHE WAS 11 YEARS OLD. 
At 20, she had tried EVERYTHING to quit smoking, but having
children was the easiest solution to her smoking (like so many
women). Determined to stay a non-smoker for her children, she
stayed quit for a few years, but she “fell off the wagon” while going
thru a very difficult time in her life, which she did for 3 years.

APPENDIX B – MEET MERIDEE
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Determined to quit again, she tried all the newest prescriptions,
gums, and more and just couldn’t stop. A friend told her about “Cold
Laser Therapy”, so she decided to try it and IT WORKED! 4 years
later, she started smoking AGAIN but knew there was a solution for
her. She called the Laser Therapist and while having her treatment,
she decided she needed to help other people find a solution to their
addiction as well. This included all the things that are missing from
“Stop Smoking Campaigns” that will TRULY help people become
non-smokers!

MERIDEE’S MISSION STATEMENT

My mission is to be the best!
To help the world quit smoking and fight addictions.

To teach and not judge.
To give every person an equal opportunity 

to create the life they want!
To the best of my ability, I will satisfy any questions and

struggles those maybe have.
To be a leader and inspiration to others.

For me to accomplish this I must live my best life 
and be the best I can be!
To you, I pledge my best!

~ Meridee Hlokoff
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